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The introduction and spread of invasive plants 
a!ects New Brunswick’s natural environment, 
economy, and society, including human health. 
Globally, the threat posed by invasive species 
is regarded as the most signi"cant threat to 
biodiversity after habitat loss. Invasive species 
are becoming increasingly problematic in New 
Brunswick.

This Field Guide will assist you in identifying and 
reporting 12 invasive plants that you may "nd in 
disturbed areas, along roadsides, and in and near 
wetlands or forested areas. Some have already 
become widespread in places. Others are not 
common now, but could easily spread. The best 
way to prevent major problems from these plants 
is through early detection and rapid response with 
appropriate control measures.

You can help by reporting any sightings of these 
plants to the New Brunswick Invasive Species 
Council (www.nbisc.ca.)



Common Reed

Indenti!cation

Extremely tall (2-5 m; 6-15 ft) grass that grows in dense stands. (1) 
The hollow stems are up to 2 cm (0.8 in) in diameter.
Leaves are #at, 2-4 cm (0.5-1.6 in) wide at base, gradually tapering to 
a point; 15-40 cm (6-16 in) long.
Large greyish-purple plumes, 15-40 cm (6-16 in) long, in late summer 
/ early fall. As seeds mature, the purple plume turns into a coarse, 
furry, brown tassel. (2)
In the fall, most leaves drop o!, leaving only the plume-topped shoot; 
dead stems from the previous year remain standing.

 5 In NB, Common Reed occurs both as a native plant and an 
introduced invasive one. Native plants don’t form very dense 
colonies. See www.nbisc.ca for more information.

 5 Common Reed reproduces by creeping rhizomes (root-like 
underground stems) and by seed.

1 2James H. Miller, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org Richard Old, XID Services, Inc. Bugwood.org



Distribution

Control Measures

Why it is a problem

The introduced invasive type is widespread in North America. 
This plant is fairly common in NB; most inland sightings in disturbed 
areas, such as roadside ditches, are probably the invasive type.

Before removing plants, make sure they are the introduced invasive 
type.
Plants can be cut and dug up, but they can re-grow from seed or 
remaining roots.
Frequent mowing or burning can be e!ective, under appropriate 
conditions.
Herbicides may be used, but with care not to disrupt native plant 
communities.

The invasive type of Common Reed displaces native wetland vegetation. 
It provides little food or shelter for wildlife.



Common Valerian

Indenti!cation

In spring, young plants form a rosette of leaves. Mature plant grows 
to 1.5 m (5 ft) high.
Stems are erect and somewhat hairy, especially at the nodes (joints). 
Towards the top, stems branch, ending in #ower clusters. (1)
Leaves are opposite and composed of several toothed lea#ets; leaves 
become smaller towards the top of the stem. (2)
Clusters of many small, sweet-scented, white or pinkish, 5-petaled 
#owers. (3)
Dandelion-like seeds are 3-5 mm (0.1-0.2 in) long, with feathery hairs 
at the top.

 5 This plant produces lots of wind-dispersed seeds and also spreads 
via its root system.

1 2D. Mazerolle, AC CDC D. Mazerolle, AC CDC



Distribution

Control Measures

Why it is a problem

Found in most of Canada and the northern US.
In NB, it is mostly restricted to disturbed areas (mainly ditches and 
roads (4)), but it also spreads into forest and wetlands. 
Very common now in southeastern NB.

Plants can be pulled or mowed before #owering.

Common Valerian is a popular garden plant, but when it escapes into 
natural areas, it can become invasive and dominate certain habitats, 
displacing native species. It is a species to watch for in New Brunswick: it 
seems to be spreading rapidly along roadsides.

3 4G. Graham, NB DAAF G. Graham, NB DAAF



Dog-strangling Vine

Indenti!cation

Perennial vine (1) with stems up to 60-200 cm (24–80 in) long.
Leaves are oval to lance-shaped, 5-10 cm (2-4 in) long, arranged op-
posite each other on the stem. (2)
Small, pink or maroon, "ve-petaled #owers, in clusters at stem tips 
and where leaves meet the stem. (3)
Forms yellow-green slender seedpods that are 4-6 cm (1.5-2.5 in) 
long. (2)
Seed pods release numerous #u!y seeds, that look like milkweed 
seeds.

 5 The plants are most easily identified in late summer when they 
have turned bright yellow and the seed pods have formed.

 5 The seeds can be carried great distances by wind or unknowingly 
transported by humans, their pets and equipment.

1 2John M. Randall, The Nature Conservancy, 
Budgwood.org

John M. Randall, The Nature Conservancy, 
Budgwood.org



Distribution

Control Measures

Why it is a problem

Dog-strangling Vine is spreading across Canada and the US.
In NB, it is currently known from only one site.

Preventing large infestations is the best course of action in NB. 
Plants can be removed by digging them out. The area must be 
checked for re-sprouting the following year(s). 
Once plants are well established, cutting, mowing or burning must be 
done for several years.

Dog-strangling Vine is very aggressive and may displace native plants 
and disrupt insect and bird communities. It is not yet common in NB, so 
it is a high priority for control. Early detection and monitoring are impor-
tant to prevent this plant from becoming a major problem here. 

3John M. Randall, The Nature Conservancy, Budgwood.org



Flowering Rush

Indenti!cation

Attractive wetland plant, up to 1-1.5 m (3-5 ft) tall; found mainly in 
marshes. (1) 
Leaves are long (up to 2.7 m; 9 ft), narrow (5-10 mm; 0.2-0.4 in 
wide), triangular in cross-section, but #attened and twisted near 
their ends.  
Leaves are arranged on opposite sides of the stem.
Flowers are white to deep pink, 2-3 cm (0.8-1.2 in) across, on stalks 
5-10 cm (2-4 in) long and arranged in umbrella-shaped clusters; each 
#ower has 6 petal-like structures; #owers in summer and fall. (2)
Fruits are 1 cm (.4 in) long, arranged in a circle, and split when mature 
to release hundreds of small seeds; however, some populations 
produce no seed.

 5 When not in flower, it looks like some native wetland plants. One 
di!erence is its twisted or spiraling leaf tips. 

 5 It is widely available for sale.

1 2Leslie J. Mehrho!, University of Connecticut, Bugwood.org Leslie J. Mehrho!, University of Connecticut, Bugwood.org



Distribution

Control Measures

Why it is a problem

In Canada, it is spreading rapidly from ON to NS and into the northern US.
So far, rare in NB, but expected to spread.

Avoid buying and planting Flowering Rush.
Removing plants is di$cult as remaining pieces of roots (rhizomes) 
form new plants and may be carried to new sites by water.
Cutting the stems below the water can limit its growth, but will not 
kill the plant. Repeated cutting is necessary to a!ect control.
All cut plant material must be removed and disposed of properly, 
away from wet areas and water.

Flowering Rush can out-compete native wetland plants and degrade 
wildlife habitat. It can clog irrigation ditches and interfere with recre-
ational activities. It is not yet widespread in NB, so early detection and 
eradication are important.



Garlic Mustard

Indenti!cation

Biennial herb; new leaves smell like garlic.
First-year plants consist of a basal rosette of 3-4 dark green, kidney or 
heart-shaped leaves, 6-10 cm (2-4 in) in diameter. (1)
Second-year plants produce stems up to 1 m (3 ft) tall with leaves 
that are triangular and sharply-toothed, 3-8 cm (1-3 in) across, ar-
ranged alternately along the stem. (2)
Four-petaled #owers are clustered at the top of second-year stems; 
#owers in May. (3)
Fruit is a slender, 2-6 cm (.5-2 in) long, capsule with 1-20 oblong, 
black seeds. (3)

 5 Garlic Mustard seeds are spread easily by wildlife and by people 
and pets. 

 5 A single plant can lead to a large population in just a few years.

1 2 3Tom Heutte, USDA Forest Service, 
Bugwood.org

Chris Evans, River to River 
CWMA, Bugwood.org

Robert Vidéki, Doronicum Kft.,
Bugwood.org



Distribution

Control Measures

Why it is a problem

Garlic mustard is found throughout eastern North America.
In NB, it is aggressively spreading in some woods along rivers. It is locally 
abundant in the central Saint John River valley. Elsewhere, it has escaped 
from gardens.

Plants may be cut or pulled, preferably before seeds are ripe. 
Control measures should target new infestations "rst to prevent or 
reduce spread.
Control must be continued for several years. Single treatments may 
only encourage re-sprouting and growth of more plants by disturbing 
soil and triggering seed germination.

Garlic Mustard is one of the worst invasive plants in the deciduous forests 
of eastern North America. It can invade healthy undisturbed forests. 
In NB, our most susceptible forests also are home to some of our rarest 
plants. 



Giant Hogweed

Indenti!cation

Caution:

Very large (1.5-5 m; 5-16 ft tall) plant that lives up to 3 or 4 years. (1)
Leaves are dark green, shiny, coarsely toothed, very large and often 
divided in three large sections; lower leaves may exceed 2.5 m (8 ft) 
in length. (2)
Stems are hollow, 5-10 cm (2-4 in) in diameter, very bristly, with 
purple spots or blotches.
Very large clusters of white #owers form a large umbrella shape, up 
to 1.5 m (5 ft) across; each of these large clusters is itself composed of 
over 50 smaller umbrella-shaped clusters. (3)
Several other plants look like Giant Hogweed (see Woodland Angelica 
and Common Valerian in this guide). For more information, go to: 
www.nbisc.ca. 

Avoid contact with Giant Hogweed sap. If contact occurs, immediately wash 
with soap and water; avoid exposing the a!ected area to sunlight. If a severe 
skin reaction develops, seek medical attention.

1 2G. Graham, NB DAAF D. Savoie/B. Cyr, NB DAAF



Distribution

Control Measures

Why it is a problem

In NB, it is currently only found in a few localized areas, each 
associated with a garden escape. 

CAUTION: 
Water-resistant protective gloves, clothing and eyewear must be worn.

Plants can be cut at or below ground level. 
Never use a weed-whacker, as this may cause sap to splatter.
Control measures must be repeated for 3-5 years.
Dispose of plant material carefully!

Giant Hogweed is a threat to natural systems and human health. It can 
crowd out native plants with its rapid growth and large size. In NB, the 
top priority is to prevent establishment of this plant.

3G. Graham, NB DAAF



Glossy Buckthorn

Indenti!cation

Shrub / small tree up to 7 m (25 ft) tall. (1)
Leaves are dark green, shiny, oval in shape, and have prominent veins; 
they are arranged alternately on the branch. (2)
Flowers are greenish yellow, have 4 petals, and occur singly or in 
small clusters where leaves meet the stem. (2)
Produces berries, 0.5 cm (0.25 in) across that turn from green or red to 
black as they ripen. (2) … OR (3)
Bark of young trees is smooth, with small dash-like markings, 
becoming rougher with age. (3) … OR (4)
When cut, the inner bark is yellow and the heartwood is orange.

 5 Despite its name, Glossy Buckthorn does not have thorns.

 5 It produces a lot of fruits, which are consumed and spread           
by birds.

1 2Robert Vidéki, Doronicum Kft., Bugwood.org John M. Randall, The Nature Conservancy, Bugwood.org



Distribution

Control Measures

Why it is a problem

In Canada, it has spread from the Maritimes Provinces to the prairies.
In NB, it is spreading rapidly and is now very common in many areas 
along the Miramichi and Saint John River valleys. 

Identify isolated young plants and remove them before they produce 
seed.
For established infestations, a long-term strategy is needed: remove 
the most proli"c seeders "rst; continue monitoring for new seedlings 
for at least 5 years.

Glossy Buckthorn is considered to be the most troublesome invasive 
plant in NB. It can form such a dense shrub layer that the growth of al-
most all other plants is prevented. It produces a lot of seeds and spreads 
rapidly.

3 4Gil Wojciech, Polish Forest Research Institute, Bugwood.org John M. Randall, The Nature Conservancy, Bugwood.org



Himalayan Balsam

Indenti!cation

Annual plant, up to 2 m (6.5 ft) tall, with smooth, often reddish, 
stems. (1)
Leaves are lance-shaped with rough edges, 5-23 cm (2-9 in) long, 
opposite each other or arranged in groups of three around the stem 
(whorled). (2)
Flowers range from white to shades of pink and purple. (3)
Fruits are cigar-shaped and green, darkening as they mature, 2-3 cm 
(0.75-1.25 in) long. (4)
Ripe seed capsules explode when touched, shooting black seeds up to 
7 m (22 ft) away.

 5 The seeds float and can travel along watercourses. They may also 
become lodged in the fur or feathers of animals and transported 
over long distances. 

1 2K. Lynch, NB DAAF K. Lynch, NB DAAF



Distribution

Control Measures

Why it is a problem

Himalayan Balsam is found in most Canadian provinces.
It is fairly common in southern NB, especially in the southwest along 
the Bay of Fundy.

Cut or pull plants before they produce seeds, starting with upstream 
populations as seeds disperse downstream.
Check clothing, footwear, pets and equipment for seeds.
Do not plant or share seeds.

Himalayan Balsam spreads rapidly to form dense patches. It can crowd 
out native plants, taking over areas alongside rivers and streams. It can 
leave stream banks vulnerable to erosion when it dies back in the fall.

3 4K. Lynch, NB DAAF K. Lynch, NB DAAF



Japanese Knotweed

Indenti!cation

A large, semi-woody, fast-growing perennial that grows in dense 
thickets. (1)
The hollow, bamboo-like, arching stems grow up to 3 m (10 ft) tall, 
and have swollen nodes (joints) and reddish-brown speckles. (2)
Leaves are heart- to triangular-shaped, 10-15 cm (4-6 in) long, and 
are arranged alternately along the stems.(3) 
Small, creamy-white #owers grow in plume-like clusters along the 
stem. (4)
The plants die back every autumn, leaving thick layers of leaves and 
stems that prevent other plants from growing.

 5 Two other very similar species occur in our region, Giant 
Knotweed and Bohemian Knotweed. It is di"cult to tell them 
apart. All three can be invasive. 

 5 Knotweeds spread mainly through their root systems, which may 
extend up to 20 m (65.5 ft) from the parent plant and to a depth 
of 3 m (10 ft). 

1 2G. Graham, NB DAAF G. Graham, NB DAAF



Distribution

Control Measures

Why it is a problem

Japanese Knotweed is common around many urban centres across 
Canada.
In NB, it is widespread and present in all counties. It is found in urban 
and suburban areas, and along roadsides.

Repeated digging, cutting or mowing for several years is required as 
remaining root pieces will re-grow. 
All plant parts should be burned or buried at a land"ll site. 

Japanese Knotweed crowds out native plants and alters wildlife habitat. 
Its extensive and deep root system makes eradication di$cult. 

3 4G. Graham, NB DAAF D. Mazeroole, AC CDC



Oriental Bittersweet

Indenti!cation

Deciduous, woody vine that can climb to heights greater than 18 m 
(60 ft). (1)
Simple, glossy, rounded and slightly toothed leaves are arranged 
alternately along the stem. (2)
Clusters of very small, greenish-yellow, 5-petaled #owers grow on the 
stem at the base of leaves in spring to early summer.
Fruit (3) are covered by a husk that turns orange and splits when 
mature to reveal 3 seeds covered in a #eshy red coating; only female 
plants produce fruit, which remain on the vine most of the winter. 

 5 The similar native Climbing Bittersweet is believed to no longer 
exist in the wild in NB, but may still persist in a few locations. 
The native plant has clusters of flowers / fruit that are larger and 
found at the stem tips. See www.nbisc.ca for more information.

 5 Oriental Bittersweet is often grown for its attractive fruit. 
Education is required to reduce its cultivation and spread.

1 2Linda Haugen, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org James H. Miller, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org



Distribution

Control Measures

Why it is a problem

Oriental Bittersweet is found in eastern Canada and the US.
It is still very rare in NB, but is aggressively invasive where it has 
been found.

 5 Make sure plants are not the native species before removal.

Small plants can be hand-pulled.
Climbing vines should be cut at ground level and at about chest 
height.
Cut stumps sucker a lot, the roots are di$cult to kill, and the seeds 
persist in the soil so long-term e!orts are required. 

Oriental Bittersweet grows quickly and can overtop and kill or weaken 
shrubs and trees. Elsewhere in North America, Oriental Bittersweet is 
replacing the native Climbing Bittersweet through competition and 
hybridization.

3Chris Evans, River to River CWMA, Bugwood.org



Purple Loosestrife

Indenti!cation

Perennial; about 2 m (6.5 ft) tall. One plant may have over 30 #ower-
ing stems. (1)
Leaves are usually arranged in pairs.
Stems are square in cross-section (sometimes 5- or 6-sided) and very 
sturdy or even somewhat woody.
Each magenta #ower spike consists of many individual small #owers, 
each with 5-6 petals and small yellow centres. (2)
Seed capsules form in mid- to late summer; each capsule contains 
many small seeds.

 5 Purple Loosestrife reproduces by seeds and rhizomes (root-like 
underground stems). Rhizome fragments can produce new 
plants.

 5 Seeds are dispersed by water, wind, wildlife and humans. They 
can lie dormant for several years before germinating.

1 2K. Lynch, NB DAAF D. Mazerolle, AC CDC



Distribution

Control Measures

Why it is a problem

Purple Loosestrife is found across Canada and the US.
It is now widespread in NB, in disturbed areas (ditches, etc.) and in 
natural areas along river shores and disturbed wetlands. It is very 
common along the lower Saint John River and is still spreading.

Cut stems to prevent seed production.
Cutting or digging plants is often only partially successful as 
remaining pieces can form new plants.
Leave natural areas undisturbed.

Purple Loosestrife has become a major invader of wetlands. It can rapidly 
form dense stands, reducing or displacing native species of plants, birds 
and invertebrates. 

3D. Mazerolle, AC CDC



Woodland Angelica

Indenti!cation

A tall (1-3 m; 3-9 ft), robust, biennial or short-lived perennial plant. 
(1)
The stems are 2-5 cm (1-2 in) in diameter, hollow, ridged, often 
branched and purplish. (2)
The leaves are large and leaf stalks are long. Leaves are divided into 
many, oval, "nely toothed lea#ets (3-8 cm; 1-3 in long) (3); the lower 
leaf surface is hairy along the veins; the leaves gradually decrease in 
size towards the top of the stem. 
Stems are topped by large, rounded, umbrella-shaped clusters of 
small white #owers (4); branches of the #ower clusters are densely 
covered in "ne hairs. 
Fruits are #attened, oval and winged, 4-6 mm (about % in) across. 

 5 This plant produces a lot of seed and may also spread by 
rhizomes (root-like underground stems). 

1 2G.Graham, NB DAAF G.Graham, NB DAAF



Distribution

Control Measures

Why it is a problem

Woodland Angelica has been in NB and NS for a long time, but now is 
rapidly spreading. 
It is particularly common along the mid- and lower Saint John River.

Wear protective clothing, as the sap can cause skin irritations.
Plants can be pulled or dug out, preferably before seeds are formed.
Seedlings can be cut or mowed.

Woodland Angelica is an aggressive species able to establish in natural 
areas, where it can displace native plants and degrade wildlife habitat.

3G. Graham, NB DAAF



GENERAL MEASURES FOR REMOVING AND 
CONTROLLING THE SPREAD OF THESE PLANTS:

Do not buy or plant any of these species, even ‘sterile’ 
cultivars.
Dig up or cut plants, being sure to remove all plant material 
as some species may regrow from remaining stem and root 
fragments.
Properly dispose of all plant material so it will not regrow 
and seed will not be spread. Do not compost #owers, seeds 
or roots.
Cut stems before #owering to reduce seed production.
Check boots, clothing, pets and equipment for seeds and 
plant material before leaving an infested area.
Be prepared to repeat control measures to eliminate 
regrowth and new seedlings.
Limit disturbance of natural areas – disturbed areas are more 
easily invaded.

MANAGING 
INVASIVE 
PLANTS
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Ce guide est aussi 
disponible en français

New Br unswick  Inva s i ve  
Spec i e s  Counc i l

For more information and to report 
sightings of invasive species, please 

contact the New Brunswick Invasive 
Species Council:

Online Report Form: 
www.nbisc.ca

!is project was undertaken with the 
"nancial support of the Government 

of Canada through the Federal 
Department of the Environment

Email: 
nb.invasive@gmail.com


